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Hand made in Australia, the hand crafted 1200 curved vanity features two soft close drawers. This elegant 
piece of furniture is designed to suit the 1200 double basin or a single offset 550 or 750 basin.  The top drawer 
conceals two storage nooks on either side of the drawer which also provide access to the plumbing.

Note: Bench top will match the drawer if the vanity is 
installed with the Lune 1200 double basin.

Lune 1200 Curved Cabinet

Note: due to varying manufacturing methods, the dimensions illustrated here are nominal and subject to change. Omvivo has detailed, to the best of its ability, the most approximate measurement possible for each product given the method 
of manufacturing used.
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Laminate and 2pac:
Never allow water or liquids to sit on your cabinetry.
Always clean spills and water immediately. Clean 
with a very mild detergent or soapy water and soft 
cloth. Do not use any harsh detergents or abrasive 
cleaners on your Omvivo vanity. Finish by cleaning 
off detergents with a soft damp cloth and towel dry.
Never use bleach, highly acidic products and 
coloured, abrasive cleaners on your vanity.
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Dimensions Finishes

Cabinet:

Waste Supplied:
Bench top 
finish: 

Material:

Features

Drawers:

Handles:

Cabinet;Timber laminate on HMR board or
2pac paint on HMR board.
Internal drawer; Laminate on HMR board

Soft close drawer

Brushed Brass

Width: 

Depth:

Height:

Internal    
drawer finish:
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Lune Basin Orientations 

Back Panel Cut-out Waste Location at Wall

Lune 550 Basin 

Basin Offset Left

Left Hand Bowl

Basin Offset Left

Left Hand Bowl

Basin Offset Right

Right Hand Bowl

Basin Offset Right

Right Hand Bowl

Basin Centre 

  

Lune 750 Basin 

Lune 1200 Basin 

Note: due to varying manufacturing methods, the dimensions illustrated here are nominal and subject to change. Omvivo has detailed, to the best of its ability, the most approximate measurement possible for each product given the method 
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Lune 1200 Curved Cabinet
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Recommended waste location*

* Note: 45° PVC bend is required between micro trap and waste pipe. PVC bend to be supplied by others. 

Note: Lune 750 and 1200 double basin must be wall mounted when paired with Lune 1200 curved vanity. 

Wall hung via rear 

Recommended waste location*
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Caution: Very important 
for Lune basins mi-
cro-trap and plumbing 
positioning.

140mm± 2mm from top 
of cabinet to centre of 
outlet at wall
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